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Abstract. The experimental recombination lifetime ref of quasiparticles in superconducting 
films in general exceeds the intrinsic recombination lifetime vR by phonon trapping. On 
the basis of geometric acoustic propagation and reabsorption of phonons emitted in 
quasiparticle r combination, %ff is calculated as a function of film thickness d taking into 
account longitudinal and transverse phonon reabsorption, bulk loss processes and acoustical 
phonon transmission i to the substrate. With increasing thickness d three characteristic 
ranges are found: range 1 with film thickness dsmall compared to the phonon reabsorption 
mean free path A~, range 2 with d larger than A w and dominating boundary losses, and 
range 3, also with d larger than Aw but with dominating bulk losses. For very small d the 
relation between reff and rR, the intrinsic recombination lifetime, contains only the limiting 
angle of total reflection of phonons within the superconducting film. Therefore, rR can be 
directly obtained by reef measurements and from the sound velocities of the film-substrate 
system. Range 2 is characterized by a linear dependence of%ff on d. In this range it is not 
possible to obtain za from %fr measurements, however, reef allows a determination of the 
phonon boundary transmission. Range 3 shows no thickness dependence of %ff on d in 
the limit of large d values. In this range a further method for obtaining ~R from reff values 
is suggested. 
PACS Code: 74 
Quasiparticles in superconductors excited to the gap 
energy A decay to the ground state via pair recombina- 
tion and the emission of phonons with energy 2A. 
The decay rate ~1 or the inverse lifetime being a 
measure for the absolute magnitude of the electron- 
phonon interaction strength, quasiparticle r combina- 
tion lifetimes in superconductors have been studied 
following the work of Ginsberg [1], and Ginsberg and 
Schrieffer [2] in several experimental [3-8, 15, 16, 27, 
28, 30-34] and theoretical investigations [9-13, 19]. 
Experiments using tunneling between superconductors 
for disturbing and probing the quasiparticle density 
are performed as steady state [1, 3-5, 16, 33] or as 
direct decay time measurements [6-8]. Furthermore, 
in phonon pulse propagation experiments [6, 7] using 
superconducting tunneling junctions as phonon gen- 
erators and detectors the time decay of quasiparticle 
density is directly observed as detector time constant. 
In these experiments quasiparticles are excited in 
excess of the thermal equilibrium density by 2A 
generator phonons absorbed in the detector. Recently 
optical quasiparticle excitation and quasiparticle den- 
sity probing by determination of the energy gap 
reduction or by microwave surface impedance and 
also optical experiments have been used for lifetime 
measurements [28-32]. 
As has been pointed out by Rothwarf and Taylor [12] 
and shown experimentally [6-8, 15, 16, 28-33], it is 
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important for all quasiparticle decay measurements 
that effective recombination times z~ff directly obtained 
from the experiment may be significantly increased 
above the true or intrinsic recombination time zR by 
2A phonon trapping via repeated 2A phonon re- 
emission and reabsorption within the superconductor. 
This influence of phonon trapping has been verified 
experimentally b  the strong dependence of%ff values 
on junction film thickness, substrate material and 
different outer surface boundary conditions e.g. vacu- 
um boundary or contact o liquid helium or condensed 
layers of nitrogen [.6-8, 15, 16, 30, 31]. Therefore, in 
order to calculate the true decay time ZR from the 
effective recombination time z~ff, the influence of 
limited phonon escape and of the phonon lifetime 
must be known. 
A rough estimate of the influence of phonon trapping 
was given in [12]. The first more detailed phonon 
escape model was developed by Gray et al. [8], a 
corrected version was later-on given by Long [, 14, 16]. 
For the evaluation of zR from the measured zeff in 
this model the knowledge of Aw, the 2A phonon mean 
free path against reabsorption by pair breaking is 
necessary. 
On the other hand, knowledge of Aw or the cor- 
responding phonon lifetime % = A~/c (c: sound veloci- 
ty) is already sufficient for the direct calculation of the 
true recombination time by detailed balance [12] 
between quasiparticle and 2A phonon population 
(compare also for (10) and (11)). The necessary data on 
the equilibrium density of thermally excited quasi- 
particles N r and on the phonon density No~r at the 
recombination phonon energy of 2A and above are 
readily, available. Thus, it is obvious that any 
measurement of z~ff, in which the evaluation with 
respect to the true lifetime zR additionally neces- 
sitates the accurate knowledge of Aw or %, is only of 
significance with respect o zoff setting an upper limit 
forz R [-14, 16]. 
Consequently, the question arises under which con- 
ditions it is possible to determine z R from measurements 
of effective lifetimes in superconductor tunneling 
junctions without knowledge of A w. In order to study 
this problem, we develop a more complete model of 
phonon reabsorption and emission during recombina- 
tion, taking account of different phonon modes, mode 
conversion, of the angle distribution of phonon 
transmission into the substrate, i.e. across the film 
boundaries and also the possibility of true phonon 
losses inside the superconductor (inelastic volume 
processes). A very elegant experiment for the direct 
determination of z R and of the phonon escape rate 
has been performed recently by Smith and Mochel [33] 
with thin film Al-tunnelingjunctions. 
First results obtained with a simplified version of 
our model (film thickness d large compared to Aw; 
only taking account of the dominant transverse 
phonon contribution) have been applied [,15] to the 
question of phonon emission from Sn-tunneling junc- 
tions into Si-substrates and also into liquid He and 
the corresponding influence on zoff. Experiment and 
calculation are in good agreement. It has also been 
demonstrated that the phonon emission rate into 
liquid He is higher than the phonon emission into 
the silicon substrate in contrast o the simple acoustic 
transmission treatment of the solid-He boundary, but 
in agreement with the Kapitza resistance anomaly. 
A similar model calculation has been performed 
independently by Long [14, 16] who applied his 
results, which essentially agree with the results given 
in [15], to the interpretation of zoff measurements in 
Al-tunneling junctions. 
We note that in the expressions given in [14-16], 
zeff is directly proportional to (ZR/Zw) " d (for d>Aw). 
Allready Long [14, 16] recognized that it is, therefore, 
not possible to calculate ZR from %ff measurements 
without knowledge of % in the validity range d > A~ 
of the model. On the other hand, almost all measure- 
ments made so far of ZR or %ff, respectively, fall into 
this range. Therefore, it seems worthwhile to check the 
experimental conditions how to avoid this regime, 
i.e. to study z~ff also in the range d<Aw. Moreover, 
since measurements of zoff provide information on 
phonon surface escape, a complete model taking into 
account the longitudinal phonon contribution in 
addition to the dominant transverse phonon transmis- 
sion appears valuable since it allows more accurate 
comparison with experiments. 
Finally the question of phonon volume loss (inelastic 
volume processes) within the film is of interest as well 
as the possibility of reliable calculation of v~ff with 
respect to phonon-detector and generator applications 
of superconducting tunneling junctions. 
Part of the basic features of our model will be discussed 
in Sec. 1 by extending the rate equations [12] to 
account for transverse and longitudinal phonon 
transitions. Also the conditions for the equivalence of 
steady state and transient decay measurements of
~eff are studied. General relations obtained in Sec. 1 
are used in the derivation of an expression for z,ff 
as function of film thickness d in Sec. 2. This expression 
includes the phonon transmission at the film 
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boundaries, inelastic volume scattering of recombina- 
tion phonons and reabsorption and reemission of 
phonons. 
In Sec. 3 the details of the expression for zeff are 
discussed in three significant film thickness ranges. 
Also approximations are derived. 
A comparison with experimental data will be given in a 
separate paper. 
1. Generalized Rate Equations 
In order to take account of transverse and longitudinal 
phonon contributions the rate equations [-12] for 
quasiparticle recombination are generalized. The dif- 
ferent energy or particle fluxes within the film and the 
surrounding media are shown in Fig. 1. The following 
time constants are used: ZRt; T, Rt are the quasiparticle 
recombination time constants for emission of 
longitudinal and transverse phonons, respectively. 
%1; Zw, denote the time constant for reabsorption of 
longitudinal or transverse 2A-phonons by quasi- 
particle excitations from the superconductor g ound- 
state. Zst; Zs, designate the longitudinal or transverse 
2A-phonon transmission across the film boundary 
(surface losses), zvt; zvt is the longitudinal or transverse 
2A-phonon absorption by inelastic processes as, e.g., 
by scattering of quasiparticles (volume losses), ztt; z a 
denote the mode conversion between longitudinal 
and transverse 2A-phonons by elastic scattering at 
lattice imperfections orfilm boundaries. 
In the processes indicated in Fig. 1, we have neglected 
frequency dispersion and anisotropy of the acoustic 
wave propagation. Since the phonon frequency cor- 
responding to 2A is small compared to the Debye 
frequency of the superconductor, frequency dispersion 
is negligible. Isotropic propagation conditions are 
assumed for simplicity since evaporated films are 
polycrystalline, although preferential orientation of 
crystallites i sometimes observed. 
Further processes as diffusion of quasiparticles out 
of the tunneling zone (film overlap area), quasiparticle 
recombination with emission of photons, recombina- 
tion under emission of two phonons with E<2A,  
are comparatively weak and therefore neglected. In 
formulating the rate equations, recombination is 
described by a unique time constant or transition rate 
not taking account of the finite gap sharpness found 
in most junctions and the continuous quasiparticle 
energy level distribution above the root singularity of 
the density of states function at E=2A. The rate 
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Fig. 1. Energy exchange b tween the electron and phonon systems 
of a superconducting tunneling junction and its substrate. The 
different time constants are discussed in the text 
equations are 
= I0 + fiz" Non + f l tN~, -  RzN z -  R tN  2 , (1) 
R~ 2 
]V~l= Io~l-- fil ~ + ~ N - ~h(Ncol- No, tw) 
- ~u No, l+ett N,ot, (2) 
Rt  2 ~r~=ioo~,-fi,~ + yN -yt(N~,-N~,~) 
- etl N,ot + elt N~l .  (3) 
The symbols are defined as follows in close relation 
to [,-12]: N=quasiparticle density (number of quasi- 
particles per unit volume); A;=time derivative of 
quasiparticle density; Io=number of quasiparticles 
injected per unit volume and time; fit, fit = longitudinal 
and transverse 2A-phonon decay rate by reabsorption 
with quasiparticle xcitation; N~,t; N,o,=2A-phonon 
density (number of phonons per unit volume with 
Eph>2A); /V~,t; /go,, =time derivative of 2A-phonon 
densities; Rt; R,=rate coefficient for recombination 
with emission of longitudinal and transverse phonons 
respectively; Io~t; Ioo, t = number of longitudinal and 
transverse phonons injected and absorbed per unit 
volume and time with quasiparticle excitation 
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(Eph ~ 2A); 7~; 7t = rate coefficient for phonon transmis- 
sion across the film boundary and for inelastic volume 
phonon absorption; Notr; Notr=longitudinal and 
transverse phonon density in thermal equilibrium at 
Eph > 2A; eu; I~tl =rate coefficient for mode conversion 
between longitudinal and transverse phonons at 
gph ~ 2A ; N r--  thermal quasiparticle density. 
For small deviations from thermal equilibrium it is 
convenient to introduce the following reciprocal rate 
coefficients or time constants (compare Fig. 1) 
1 
ZRZ -- 2RtNT (4) 
1 
ZRt-- 2RtN T . (5) 
Equations (4) and (5) correspond to the time constant 
of the exponential decay of a small excess population 
fiN of quasiparticles. Phonon reabsorption is ex- 
pressed by 
Zwt = 2/fi I (6) 
Zwt = 2~fit. (7) 
2A-phonon losses are described by 
with 
1 1 1 
- +__ ;  
T, TI T, sl 7Jvl 
z,t=l/Tt (8) 
1 1 1 
- -  -}- - - ,  
TTt T, st T, vt 
taking account of the "parallel" processes of phonon 
transmission across the boundary expressed by rsg; 
zst and 2A-phonon volume losses represented by %t 
and Gt. 
Our detailed model (compare Sec. 2) is essentially a
means for calculating z~, and z~t. 
The coefficient for mode conversion [17] describing 
elastic transitions between No~ and Not can be ex- 
pressed by the time constants 
r ,=  1/eu r,l= 1/ea. (9) 
1.1 Thermal Equilibrium Solution of the Rate Equations 
For thermal equilibrium with Io=0, N=NT;  Noz = 
No~T and Not = Not T the detailed balance quation 
- -  + - -  - + ( lO)  
%l %t 4 
is obtained from (1), (2), (3) by use of the relations 
(4), (5), (6), (7). This is to be compared with the "one 
mode" result of [12] 
NoT N r 1 
. . . . .  . (11)  
z w 4 z R 
zw corresponds to a "weighted average" phonon 
lifetime against reabsorption, Nor  = Noty + Not T 
equals the total number of phonons per unit volume 
with energy E> 2A, ZR is the resulting true or intrinsic 
recombination "decay time". 
Note: Zl~ is the time constant of the exponential decay of a small 
disturbance of the quasiparticle d nsity from thermal equilibrium 
(without phonon reabsorption). The "lifetime" z* of a single quasi- 
particle, instead, is equal to 2z R since recombination takes place 
between two quasiparticles. The "lifetime" is defined by I/z*= 
-N/N. Without phonon reabsorption a d quasiparticle injection 
/9= -R.  N 2 [12], since zR= 1/2R. N one obtains Z~=2Z R. Instead 
of using this definition of "lifetime" we shall discuss recombination 
in terms of z R and reef as defined above according tothe exponential 
quasiparticle d nsity "decay time" constant inpulse measurements. 
Comparing (10) and (11) we obtain 
1 1 1 
- + - -  (12)  
"C R TRl TRt 
and 
NoT Notr NotT NotT + Not r 
- - -  + - -  - (13)  
T, w T, wl T, wt 72 w 
corresponding to the summation of the two different 
recombination rates and also to the summation of 
the number of reabsorption processes per unit time 
for both phonon modes. 
From (2) and (3) together with the relations (4), (5), 
(6), (7), (10), Not =/Vot = I oo~l = loot = 0 and Not = Not T; 
Nol=Notr; N=NT we obtain additional thermal 
equilibrium conditions leading to the detailed balance 
relations 
Nmlr  N~tT  
T, it 12tl 
Notr 1 Nr  
"Owl 4 "~RI ' 
Notr 1 N T 
%t 4 Z Rt ' 
and 
Tlt TRt Twl NolT 
'~tl "CRI "Cwt NotT 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
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Equations (15) and (16) contain an important relation 
between Zw~ and z~, which will be used in Subsec. 3.2 
in order to describe separately the transverse and 
longitudinal phonon reabsorption contribution to 
"i~ef f. Equations (10) and (12) will be useful in Sec. 2 and 
also for z~ calculations using phonon mean free path 
data. 
The density N r of thermally excited quasiparticles and 
the densities N~t T and N~, T of longitudinal and 
transverse phonons above 2A can be calculated with 
sufficient accuracy in the experimentally useful 
temperature range T<0.5T~ according to the BCS 
density of states [18] 
NT=2N(O).  [2rcA(r)kT] ~/2 exp[ -A(T ) /kT] ,  (18) 
where N(0) denotes the electronic density of states, as 
obtained from electronic specific heat measurements, 
i.e. density of Bloch states of one spin per unit energy 
at the Fermi surface. 
2A 2 kT 
NoJIT = 7Z2 C3 h 3 
(kTt2+. . . ] .exp( -~T) ,  (19a) -[1 +2 (~-)  +2 k2A/ 
where c~ is the longitudinal sound velocity, isotropic, 
1 polarization. 
4A2kT 
N~, r -  rt2 c 3 h 3 
[ (gl {kT l2+. . . ]exp( -~T)  (19b) 
where c, designates the transversal sound velocity, 
isotropic, 2 polarizations. 
Under stationary conditions quasiparticle current 
injection with I o in this limit results in the general 
relation 
fiN = I o 9 %ee , (20) 
where "geff is the effective recombination time cor- 
responding to the exponential "decay time" constant 
of the quasiparticle disturbance fiN. 
Experimentally aN is determined from the change of 
the tunneling current in the thermal tunneling regime 
at voltages O<eV<2A (superconductor tunneling 
junction made of two identical materials). 
Absolute calibration is accomplished by comparison 
with the thermal tunneling current [53 and using (18) 
or by extrapolating the tunneling characteristic with 
respect o the normal conductor current and directly 
taking account of the density of electronic states at 
the Fermi-level [4]. 
Introducing the stationary conditions for quasiparticle 
injection 0 = ~r = ~ro, ~ = No, t = Io~z = Io,o, together with 
(4) to (9) and fN,o~=N~t-N,otT; fNo~t-=No~t-N,~tT; 
6N=N-NT;  we obtain from (1), (2) and (3) a com- 
plicated expression for z,ff which can be reduced to 
the simpler relation (21) not containing mode con- 
version 
1 1 1 
- -  - + (21)  
Tef f "CRI ( 1 A~_ .C~l/Twl) "CRt (1 -~ "~Tt/T, wt) 
if only one of the following conditions 22a, b, c, d are 
fulfilled 
z ,~.  z~,, >> 1 (22a) 
%t . z~l >> 1 (22b) 
72wt ~ Tw l
1.2 Stationary and Non-stationary Solutions of the Rate 
Equations with Small Deviation from Thermal 
Equilibrium 
Measurements of recombination time require station- 
ary injection of quasiparticles, e.g. by single particle 
tunneling and analyzing the steady state increase of 
quasiparticle density or alternatively phonon, photon 
or current pulse injection of quasipartieles and the 
recording of the time decay of quasiparticle density. 
Both methods are based on small disturbances 
aN ~ Nr. Otherwise corrections due to over-injection 
[12], i.e. nonlinearity of the rate equations, are to 
be made. 
zy ,_  r~l (22c) 
Twt Twl 
%, . zwl >> 1 . (22d) 
Equation (21) corresponds to the one mode result in 
[12] and demonstrates that quasiparticle transition 
rates with transverse and longitudinal phonon emis- 
sion can be treated separately even under conditions 
of phonon reabsorption as long as mode conversion 
can be neglected. This will be important also with 
respect to our model. 
We now discuss the conditions (22a, b, c, d): 
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Condition (22a): mode conversion can be neglected as a 
slow process compared to phonon emission or phonon 
losses. 
Condition (22b) corresponds toa very strong influence 
of reabsorption of 2A-phonons on Tef and therefore 
leads to a quasithermal equilibrium between fiN, 
6Noz, and 3Nor This can be demonstrated bysolving 
the rate equations with respect to the ratio of 6N~,j6N~,t 
and introducing condition (22b). As a consequence of
the detailed balance, mode conversion under this 
condition has no influence, i.e. phonon scattering into 
and out of one mode is equal at quasithermal 
equilibrium. 
Condition (22c), implying that phonon trapping for 
both modes is equal, and mode conversion therefore 
cannot disturb the quasithermal equilibrium between 
6No,~ and fiN,or, in general, will not be fulfilled. A 
situation for which (22c) may be approximately valid 
arises if zr contains only volume losses by phonon-- 
quasiparticle scattering. In this case the ratio of 
z~/Zw is expected to be independent on the phonon 
mode since the electron--phonon matrix-element is 
equal for quasiparticle scattering and for quasiparticle 
excitation, and can be dropped in the ratio of r j%.  
For further details ee Subsec. 3.3. 
Condition (22d): This condition corresponds to 
negligible phonon trapping e.g. phonons generated in
recombination are directly radiated across the surface 
boundary or lost by volume processes, thus mode 
conversion is of no influence with the result 
1 1 1 1 
Tef f "CRI T, Rt "C R 
In stationary methods [-3, 4] for the determination f 
%ff the additional knowledge of N(0), the electronic 
density of states at the Fermi-level is needed for 
evaluation. In contrast pulse decay measurements of a 
disturbance of the quasiparticle density directly yield 
"Cef f. Whether this value of ~'eff does agree with the 
stationary result in (21) depends on the properties 
of the non-stationary solution of the three coupled 
linearised rate equations. For both methods to agree it 
is necessary that the non-stationary solution taking 
account of the proper initial conditions contains one 
dominating exponential decay with '~eff as obtained 
from (21). 
A detailed analysis hows that the eigensolution with 
the largest z is well approximated by Tef of (21), if the 
following conditions are fulfilled 
2 (23a) ZRt " "eft >~ T, wt for %t > zwt 
otherwise "Cat >> Zwt 
Zal" z~z> z21 for z~z > ZwZ 
otherwise "~ R~ > Zwt 
together with 
zu >> zwz; "rtt >> %t (23b) 
or alone 
%1~ %1; r~,t~Zwt. (23c) 
The two other particular eigensolutions having the 
much shorter time constants of the order zwt and z~ 
are excited with comparatively small amplitude and 
also decay fast compared to the dominating ex- 
ponential with time constant "Cef f.
Conditions (23a and b) must be fulfilled together, 
whereas condition (23c) is sufficient alone as is con- 
dition (22d) in the stationary case. 
For temperatures T< 0.5 T~; condition (23a) is satisfied 
for all superconductors, while condition (23b), compare 
(22a), is fulfilled for films with thickness larger than the 
phonon mean free path for reabsorption. It is assumed 
that mode conversion occurs mainly at the surface 
and not within the bulk metal. For extremely impure 
and grainy films mode conversion may also take place 
at grain boundaries within the film. Condition (23a) 
corresponds for % > Zw to condition (22b), i.e. phonon 
trapping. Finally condition (23c) is identical to condi- 
tion (22d) and leads to agreement between the 
stationary and the instationary method, i.e. 1/Zoff-- 
1/'CRt + 1/'CRI = 1/'C R . 
In summary we find that both methods result in the 
same value for veff according to (21) in most ex- 
perimental situations. Deviations are to be expected 
at finite %/% with film thickness values close to A w 
the phonon reabsorption mean free path, in the case 
of strong mode conversion, e.g. granular layers with 
high impurity concentration. Within these limitations 
the detailed model for the steady state calculation of 
%ff is also applicable for pulse decay measurements. 
2. Ray Acoustic or Ballistic Stationary Phonon Trapping 
Model 
2.1 Basic Procedure and Approximations 
According to the rate Eqs. (1), (2), (3) (compare also 
Fig. 1) the transition rates for phonon reabsorption, 
phonon losses, and phonon escape are simply added. 
This does not take account of the fact that phonons 
have to propagate within the bulk of the film before 
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Fig. 2. Phonon propagation within the superconducting film and 
across the boundaries. (d: film thickness, Tl(~0 ) and Tn(q)): phonon 
transmission factors to substrate 'T' and the adjoining second 
medium "II" e.g. liquid helium, dV: volume element of phonon 
emission, see text) 
they can escape across the boundary. A more realistic 
treatment therefore has to include this phonon pro- 
pagation as illustrated inFig. 2. 
2A-phonons are generated by recombination f quasi- 
particles with an excess density 6N above thermal 
equilibrium within a small volume element dV of 
the film. During their propagation, reabsorption by 
pair breaking and absorption by real loss processes 
take place. Reaching the surface lement dF they are 
partly transmitted and reflected. The reflected phonons 
undergo again the before-mentioned processes. 
From this the total number of phonons Iv transmitted 
across the surface boundaries per unit time and area, 
or lost by inelastic volume processes, is calculated in 
its dependence on  6N. Under stationary conditions 
the phonon rate I v is in equilibrium with the quasi- 
particle injection rate Io according to 
I v = lo/2 (24) 
since two quasiparticles recombine with the emission 
of one 2A-phonon. Finally %ff is obtained from (20) 
as %el = ~N/I o. 
In treating the model the following simplifications 
or assumptions are made: 
1) Within the superconducting film isotropic and 
dispersionless propagation of longitudinal nd trans- 
verse phonons with velocities cI and ct is assumed. 
2) The boundaries are treated as plane and parallel, 
and acoustical transmission and reflection laws are 
applied. Since mode conversion is neglected only 
specular reflection is regarded. The influence of diffuse 
surface reflection will be discussed together with the 
final results of the calculation. 
3) Phonon interference ffects, e.g. film-thickness 
resonances [19, 26], are not taken into account, since 
so far exists no corresponding experimental evidence in 
zef measurements. In addition, such resonance effects 
will be small as consequence of the finite bandwidth 
of the 2A-phonons and the large number of contribut- 
ing phonon states. Consequently, the phonons are 
treated as independent particles (ballistic model, 
compare also [16]), and our calculated zeff values are 
averages with respect to possible resonance effects. 
4) No account is taken of the acoustical properties 
of the oxide barrier of roughly 10 A thickness between 
the two metal films of the tunneling junction. The 
thickness i only about 1/5 of the phonon wavelength 
and in addition the oxide-layer is expected to have 
higher sound velocity but about he same characteristic 
acoustic impedance asthe superconducting film. 
5) Mode conversion between longitudinal and trans- 
verse phonons is not included explicitely, since the 
conditions (22a, b, c and d) show, particularly in the 
situation of strong phonon trapping as well as for 
negligible phonon trapping, that mode conversion 
can be neglected. 
6) The lifetime of 2A-phonons against reabsorption 
zw~10 -12 to 10-1~ is small compared to the 
intrinsic recombination time za> 10 -s s. In the suc- 
cession of reabsorption and reemission steps the 
additive lifetime thus can be neglected compared 
to z a. 
This condition is identical with (23a), one of the 
conditions to be fulfilled for zef determined from 
pulse decay measurement to agree with the stationary 
value. 
7) The quasiparticle diffusion length lD determined by 
elastic scattering before recombination takes place 
ID=Vug" lel" za/3 is large compared to the tunneling 
junction film thickness. This can be easily verified: 
with Ug~VF/3=IOScm/s; (U0: group velocity; vF: 
Fermi-velocity), from the electron (elastic) mean free 
path l~l ranging from about 100/~ to 1000A, and 
za ~ 10- s s it follows that 1D = 105/~. The film thickness 
is of the order of 103 A. Thus quasiparticles generated 
by 2A-phonon absorption or any other injection are 
homogeneously distributed by diffusive motion within 
the film before recombination takes place. In the 
calculation this is expressed by a single value 5N 
throughout the film. 
8) Recombination of quasiparticles with Eq>A and 
reabsorption ofphonons with Ep >_ 2A is approximated 
to be independent on energy as in all recombination 
time calculations and measurements so far. The 
possibility of a significant dependence of %ff on the 
energy of excited quasiparticles has been discussed 
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by Dayem [20] and also, but with a different result by 
Long and Adkins [21]. In pulse measurements of
recombination lifetimes [22] in very low ohmic junc- 
tions a decrease in lifetime of up to 20% has been 
observed by raising the phonon energy for quasi- 
particle excitation within the 2A-phonon band. In 
the evaluation of data overinjection has been properly 
taken into account. This result was not found in 
"high-ohmic" junctions (R > 1 mf~) where experiments 
show good reproducibility and no dependence on 
excitation energy or on junction--biasing voltage 
[22, 23, 27]. 
2.2 Calculation of zeff(d )
The calculation outlined in Subsec. 2.1 is first applied to 
one phonon mode and then extended to both modes. 
Stationary (or pulse) injection leads to the excess 
(deviation from thermal equilibrium) density of quasi- 
particles 6N in the small volume element dE The 
total number of excess recombination phonons emit- 
ted per unit time from the element dV amounts to 
Ipol; t 9 dV= g)N dV/2ZRt ; t  . (25) 
The dimensions of dV can be chosen small enough 
for reabsorption or phonon losses to have no influence 
on the primarily emitted phonons. With isotropic 
radiation the phonon intensity (particle current density) 
dj(r) at the distance r from dV writes 
I,o ( Irl] 
dj(r)=dV. 4~Yr 2exp _ -  A*] (26) 
with 
I/A*= 1lAw+ 1/A~, (27) 
where A,~ is the mean free phonon path with respect 
to reabsorption by quasiparticle excitation, and A~ the 
mean free phonon path corresponding to inelastic 
phonon scattering or phonon losses in the bulk of 
the film. 
The total mean free path A* of (27) is obtained by 
summation of the transition rates for reabsorption 
and phonon losses in the bulk material. 
The most important bulk loss process arises at higher 
temperatures by absorption of 2A-phonons by quasi- 
particles of energy Eq~A at the gap edge. These 
quasiparticles being raised in energy to Eq ~ 3A, decay 
by relaxation with phonon emission in the continuous 
energy range Eu=O to Ev=2A. Consequently, most 
of the original 2A-phonons will be split into phonons 
of less energy not further contributing to phonon 
trapping. The same holds if quasiparticles of Ev-- 
3A decay by direct recombination with excitations 
at Ep=A. The emitted phonons of Ev=4A are re- 
absorbed resulting in quasiparticle xcitations in the 
continuous energy range from Eq = A to Eq = 3A. 
Using the particle current density of (26) we can now 
describe the number of phonons transmitted into 
substrate I through the surface element dF in vector 
notation, compare Fig. 2, resulting in 
djTi1, dF = djl (r) dF. T I (go) = dj(r) dF cos (p T I(q~) (28) 
with Tl(q) the angle and polarisation dependent 
transmission coefficient. 
djr~ is the fraction of the incident phonon current 
density transmitted across the boundary to substrate I 
at the first arrival (Index 1). 
In addition to the phonon transmission loss described 
by djr, l, it is convenient o introduce a phonon 
current density loss at the distance r representing 
bulk attenuation. In this sense the total current 
density loss in terms of A* amounts to 
Irl - 1) (29)  =d (ri(expv 
/ ______. 
The current density loss djb is the difference between 
the current density at r with A* infinitely large and the 
actual current density dj with finite A*. d~b contains the 
actual bulk loss d~ and the reabsorption by pair- 
breaking described by djw. 
Note: dj"~'~ only contributes to 6N, this influence being already 
contained in6N of the general expression (25) 
Energy conservation requires 
djo = d jr + djw . (30) 
Since the ratio of djv and djw is determined by the 
corresponding transition rates or lifetimes, it follows 
djv/dj~ = %/% = A~/Av . (31) 
From (30), (31) a nnd (29) we obtain for the bulk loss 
current density djv 
Irl - 1) (32) ff]~ =dj(rj . C . (exp-~ 
/ 
with 
C = 1/(1 + A JAw) = A*/A~. 
The resulting total current l oss  djt~Ti1 during pro- 
pagation to dF together with boundary transmission 
is described by 
djvTi 1 =dj~ +djr, 1 
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from which we obtain with (32) and (28) 
' ' Irl dj~ril=dj(r)ITi(~o)+C(exp~-l)]. (33) 
Eq. (33) describes the total phonon losses for propaga- 
tion until the first reflection takes place also including 
phonon transmission i to substrate I. 
The reflected phonons now propagate to the boundary 
with substrate II, and it is straightforward to formulate 
the additional total current losses for succeeding 
reflections and propagation between boundary I and II. 
All phonon losses by transmission and bulk absorption 
now can be formally attributed to the surface element 
dF. After integrating over all volume elements dV as 
phonon sources a geometric series summation over 
the loss contributions from the succeeding reflections 
and propagation paths can be performed. Finally the 
total loss current density J~r now within a "cross 
section" dF of the tunneling junction, including all 
boundary and bulk losses for one phonon mode is 
obtained with 
n/2 
j~r=lpoCd+ A*(1 -C)  5 &psin2~p 
0 
Ti + Ti,- 2TiTiIZ/(I + Z) 
1 +(Tl+ TI,- Y I Ti,) Z2/(1 - -Z 2) (34) 
with 
-d  
Z= exp A* cos ~o 
and 
Ti= Y I(@); Yii= Yli((p). 
The first term in (34) describes bulk losses alone, 
while the second term represents phonon radiation 
across the substrate boundaries with the correction 
factor (1 - C) for finite bulk losses, with 0 < ( 1 - C) < 1. 
Since the assumption is made that phonon-mode 
conversion is negligible, (21) shows that (34) can be 
applied separately to longitudinal and transverse 
modes leading to a total phonon loss current density jv 
jv=j,,rt+j,m (35) 
Jvr~ and J~r~ being the longitudinal and transverse 
contributions, respectively. For convenience the fol- 
lowing notations are introduced 
J~rl;, = Ipol;, " d. q~l;, 
(36) 
1 A*, 
~b,;t= C,;,+ ~: (1 -C , ; , )  Ta~,; t 
and 
Ct;, = 1/(1 + A,,t;t/A..z;t)- AUA,,t;~. 
T.a and T..~ represent "average" phonon transmis- 
sions given by the "(p" integral in (34) 
r~/2 
T~vl;t= ~ &p sin2q~ 
0 
Tit;t+ Tlu;t- 2Ti, a " Tin;, ' z,;j(1 +zta) (37) 
1 + (Tu;t + Till; t - -  gll;t Till;t) Z21;t/(l --  Zl2t) " 
In addition, also the longitudinal and transverse 
phonon contributions of (25) can be added using (12) 
whence follows with (36) and (35) 
d~N[ (o, (at I (38) 
Since Jv represents the phonon loss current density 
with respect o a cross section dF of the junction, the 
total number of phonons per unit time emitted from 
the volume V=Fd or decaying within this volume 
amounts to 
jp F = Ip V= Ip Fd (39) 
or 
jp  = d"  Ip ,  
!p being the number of phonons emitted or decaying 
per unit time and volume. 
Finally zoff is obtained from (38), (39), (24) and (20) 
resulting in 
1 _ qS,+ qS~. (40) 
~Cef f ~2RI ZRt 
As can be easily verified (40) reduces to (21) in the 
limit of zero boundary transmission as to be expected 
for geometry independent bulk phonon-decay proces- 
ses. Equation (40) will now be discussed in terms of 
the three physical significant ranges 8f"Cef f (d). 
3. The Ranges of Thickness Dependence of ~'eff(d) and 
Some Approximations 
The general features of Zef (~) are most easily studied 
by limiting the discussion to one phonon mode. As 
consequence of the higher density of states the trans- 
verse mode is more important (compare [-15, 16] 
and also (49) below). Furthermore, since for most 
combinations of junction and substrate materials 
there is a relatively small angle of total reflection 
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Fig. 3. Calculated trapping factors %rr/z R as 
function of film thickness d for different volume 
loss contributions and total reflection angles. 
Curves A: q~m~• 18.4~ Curves B: (Pm,x=90 ~ 
The dotted lines indicate the ideal linear thick- 
ness dependence (compare Subsec. 3.4.) 
(Pmax~<30 ~ we set T~(qo)~l for q)~'q)rnax and Tt(cp)=0 
for q)>(Prnax, and also Tii(cp)=0 assuming vacuum 
conditions for the outer junction surface. In this 
case (40) can be simplified to give (51) below. On the 
other hand, if the sound velocity in the junction is 
higher than in the substrate, (Pmax =90~ and we may 
set T~(cp)= 1, Tu(cp)=0. This results in the approxima- 
tion (52) below derived from (40) valid for all d. The 
results of these approximations are presented in Fig. 3. 
One group of %ff (d) functions have been obtained for 
CPmax=18.4 ~ the other group refers to (pro,x=90 ~
Both groups in addition have been evaluated for 
Av/A w ratios ranging from 1 to 104. The results of 
Fig. 3 indicate that three different ranges of thickness 
dependence an be distinguished. 
1 st range d < A*: little dependence of %ff on thickness. 
2nd range A*<d<dv: %ff increases with d for Ad 
Aw>> 1, zef increases linearly with d. 
3rd range d>dv: %ff approaches the limit of bulk 
phonon decay and becomes again independent of d. 
d~ as limit between range 2 and range 3 will be defined 
in (46). 
These different ranges are now discussed for both 
phonon modes and boundaries together with the 
appropriate approximations. 
3.1 Film Thickness dSmall Compared to A* (Range 1) 
With decreasing film thickness, especially in the 
limit d < A* it is generally assumed that zef approaches 
zR. As can be seen from Fig. 3 this is only correct if no 
limiting angle of total reflection within the layer 
exists, i.e. ~Omax=90 ~ Otherwise phonons incident 
under larger angles than q)max cannot escape directly 
across the film boundaries and underly trapping even 
in the limit of very small film thickness. With finite 
(Pmax the integrals (37) can be evaluated in the limit 
of vanishing d. We obtain 
4d 
lim Tavl;t  = ~-~(1- coSq~max/;t ) . (41) 
d "~z A * 
Note that ~0m,xZ;t are the larger of the two possible 
angles of total reflection in case of different media at the 
boundaries I and II. In addition, the detailed transmis- 
sion functions T I and T n do not enter in the limit 
d<A*. 
From (41), (40), (36) and (37) zef (d < A*) results in 
- -  + (1 -- COS (Pmaxr 
~eff TRl 
A*[ lrR,[Avt 1 ] + + ~wt (1- -  COS q)maxt) . (42) 
With no limiting angle for one or both boundaries, 
i. e. cos  (/)max/= COS (Pmax t = 0, (12) and %ff = *u is obtained 
from (42). In contrast, the limiting condition CPmax~= 
(Pmaxt =0 leads to (21) i.e. without boundary transmis- 
sion the result for pure bulk decay is obtained even 
for d~A*. 
For the experimental determination of ZR, the range 
d<A* appears most promising since if A~>>A,~ i.e. 
A* ~ Aw. Eq. (42) is reduced to 
1 (1 --  COS q)maxl) (1 -- COS q)max,) 
- + (43)  
~eff 72R1 T Rt 
For substrates with sound velocities maller than in the 
superconducting layer the condition d~ A w and q)max =
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90 ~ avoids phonon trapping and ~Teff~ T R. With finite 
(Dmax values which can be calculated from the ratio 
of the sound velocities in the substrate and the tun- 
neling junction, z R can be obtained from Tef using 
(43). Since the ratio of AJA  w turns out to be very large 
compared to unity (see Subsec. 3.3) the neglection of 
bulk phonon decay in corresponding experiments i
justified. Unfortunately, the condition d~Aw is not 
fulfilled with a convenient tunneling junction thickness 
d~2000A in the case of lead and tin junction ex- 
periments. For A1 the situation is somewhat different 
since d values of 300 A are possible and A w is of the 
order of several 1000 h. 
3.2 Film Thickness Range A* < d < d~ (Range 2) 
As discussed in connection with Fig. 3, raf increases 
with d>A*. With negligible bulk phonon decay, i.e. 
A~ >> A w, we find proportionality between ref and d as 
shown below, demonstrating the fact that the total 
phonon escape probability in this thickness range 
varies linearly with the surface to volume ratio of 
the film. 
For the limit d>>A* the integral expression in (37) 
simplifies to 
g/2 
lira T~= ~ dcpsin2cp[Tmt(cp)+Tn~;~(cp) ] (44) 
d :~" A* 0 
or 
T~;t= ~/;, + Tiimt 9 (45) 
The phonon transmission contributions of both 
boundaries are now additive since multiple reflections 
are of no importance with d>>A*. The same expres- 
sions for phonon transmission are also valid in 
boundary resistance, as derived by the thermal 
Little [24]. 
With (45), (36) and (40) Tef results in 
- -  = + . (46)  
"Ceff i=l;t Ri Awi 4d ] 
For small bulk phonon decay contributions, i.e. 
Av >> A w and 
AvA* TI+ TII 
A*~d~d~-  
A~ 4 
instead of (46) the linear thickness dependence of 
zaf is obtained, compare also [15 and 16], with 
1 __ L E Aw~i(Tlli-~- Tlii). (47t 
"Fef f 4d i=l;t TRi 
This relation holds for A* ~ d~ d v as defined above. 
The ratios Aw~/ZRl and Awt/Zg, are determined by 
the detailed balance relations (15, 161. Using Awe;t= 
c~:t. ZwZ,~ and (15, 16), Eq. (47) can be written as 
1 i N~, r ~ N~, i r .  ci (TIi-~- Till) (48)  
Expressing the phonon density ratios by sound 
velocities from (19a, b) this results in 
1 1 No) T 
"Cef d N r 
9 ~ c2 t +~ ~ ] /~+ . (49) 
As mentioned earlier, this expression does not contain 
z g explicitly and therefore zaf measurements in the 
range of linear dependence on thickness are not very 
useful for ZR calculation. Instead zoff (d) determinations 
in this range provide a very sensitive means for the 
investigation of the average phonon transmission 
rate across the boundaries I and II and the validity 
of the acoustic model, compare [15]. This in return 
is of importance of the zoff measurement in the range 
d~A* and the correctness of a ZR calculation using 
the acoustical model based on ~0ma x. 
From (49) it is easy to estimate the contributions of 
transverse and longitudinal phonons. Since c~2c~ it 
follows that the transverse phonon transmission 
amounts to about 80 % of the total transmission if it is 
assumed that T~ T~. Within this limit the neglection 
of longitudinal phonons as in [15 and 16] is justified. 
3.3 Thickness Range d>> d~ (Range 3) 
With increasing film thickness the phonon transmis- 
sion rate per unit volume across the boundaries 
decreases in proportion to d - i  as indicated by (36) 
and (46), whereas the bulk phonon losses remain 
constant. If d>> d~, in (46) the contributions ofboundary 
transmission become negligible and again (46) is 
reduced to (21) with Zar independent on d, compare 
Fig. 3. Since z v in (21) then corresponds to bulk phonon 
losses alone we can replace 
L,l;~/'C,~l;t by Avl;t/Awl;t. 
As bulk losses are predominantly caused by electron-- 
phonon processes this result indicates a further 
possibility for calculating ZR from zef without 
knowledge of the absolute value of Aw or the electron-- 
phonon interaction strength: Using the BCS model 
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Bobetic [25] calculated the ratio of longitudinal 
phonon absorption ejc~, in the superconducting and 
normal state for finite temperatures and phonon 
energies Ep below and above Ep= 2A. With energies 
Ep>2A the absorption contains two contributions 
e~--- e~w + e~v, e~w being the absorption by pairbreaking 
and %~ the absorption by further excitation of thermally 
excited quasiparticles. The ratio of c~w/e~,= A~l/Aw~ 
is temperature d pendent and can be taken umerically 
from [25]. 
This ratio does not contain the absolute electron 
phonon interaction strength, but depends on the 
quasiparticle density of states and the coherence 
factors. It therefore appears justified to assume that 
the result of [25] can be also applied to the cor- 
responding ratio for phonons, i.e. e~w/e~ = A~JA~t = 
A,jAwr Typical values of [25] are A~/A~= 170 and 
22 for T/T~=0.44 and 0.7, respectively. Comparing 
this with (21) and (12) it follows that ZR can be calculated 
from %ff measurements with A,/Aw, as derived from 
theory. In addition, since condition (22c) is fulfilled the 
results are also valid for finite phonon mode con- 
version. Obviously this method depends on the as- 
sumption that quasiparticles after further excitation 
by 2A-phonon-absorption according to c~,~ are pre- 
dominantly decaying under the emission of phonons 
of lower energy than 2A (Compare Subsec. 2.2). 
Experimentally the influence of finite phonon loss by 
es, is expected to be noticeable at TIT c > 0.5 injunctions 
of sufficient film thickness and small boundary 
transmission factors. As can be seen from Fig. 3 
ratios of A~/Aw~ 100 with finite q)max as in curve A 2 
already lead to a strong distortion of range 2. 
3.4 Approximations for "Cef f (d) in the Entire 
Thickness Range 
In tunneling junctions of Sn, Pb and A1 on silicon, 
quartz or sapphire substrates the ratio of sound 
velocities leads to relatively small values of the angle 
of total reflection q~max" While for these substrates the 
phonon transmission factor T for ~0<q~max is close 
to unity or can be replaced by an average value < 1, 
we assume T=0 for q~ > q~max" For measurements in 
vacuum only one boundary has to be taken into 
account and from the results of Subsec. 3.2 we neglect 
longitudinal phonon contributions. Using the substitu- 
tions TH(~o)=0; Ti(~o)=Ti=const for q~<~Om, x and 
TEn=0 for ~0>qMa• with ~Oma• ~ in (36) and (37), 
we can approximate Z=exp-d/ (A*  cos q)) by Z= 
exp - d/A* since cos q) ,-~ 1 for ~0ma x ~,~ 30 ~ The integra- 
tion of (37) then results in 
T~ [1 - exp(- 2d/A*)] 
T~v = si n2 q~m,x 1 -- (1 -- TI) exp(-- 2d/A*) (50) 
taking account only of transverse phonons, zef is 
obtained from (40) with 
"Ceff -T 'R  ~Av/ 
1 A*A~ T I sin2~Omax[1-exp(-2d/A*)] I 
9 1+ 4d Aw [l_(l_Ti)exp(_2d/A,) ] ]. (51) 
This expression has been used for the evaluation of 
*Ceff(d ) with Tl=l and q)max =18.4 ~ in Fig. 3. It is 
easy to verify that (51) reproduces the different "d" 
ranges and limiting solutions discussed before. 
In addition, Fig. 3 also shows the result of the ap- 
proximative calculation of •eff (d) for TII=0 and TI= 1 
with q)max =90~ i.e. the situation without otal reflec- 
tion of phonons at the boundary I. For this purpose 
T,~ in (37), inserting the data above, has been determined 
by integration i parts neglecting exponential decaying 
terms with factors 2d/A* of order higher than one. 
Again for convenience only one phonon mode has 
been taken into account9 This together with (40) 
results in 
%ff-~--~,v,/{l+lA*Av[x (1-  ~d,) exp @,d]}. 
ZR 4d -A 7 [ -  
(g2) 
Equation (52) is in accord with the different Zeff(d )
ranges and limiting solutions discussed before. For 
instance %rr-rR in the limit d=0 for all finite A~ and 
A w values as to be expected from q~max = 90~ 
3.5 Diffuse Phonon Scattering 
For some superconducting films, especially A1 with 
enhanced energy gap by oxygen background evapora- 
tion, elastic phonon scattering within the film and also 
diffuse elastic scattering at the boundary may be of 
importance. For such films we expect (38) still to be 
applicable in a modified form as long as elastic phonon 
scattering does not lead to a purely diffusive phonon 
motion. This holds for A* <Ae~ ; Ae~ being the elastic 
scattering mean free phonon path in the bulk of the 
layer9 The modification is necessary for the boundary 
transmission T(q~). Diffuse elastic bulk and boundary 
scattering of phonons destroy the influence of the 
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limiting angle CPmax for total reflection (compare (42), 
and also results in strong mode conversion). Since i t  
is difficult o take proper account of mode conversion, 
the discussion must be limited again to the dominant 
transverse mode contributions. 
For an approximate reatment it appears justified to 
replace the functions T(q0) in (37) by their angle in- 
dependent average values T as obtained from (44) 
and (45). The integral of (37) together with (40) and 
(36) results in a %ff(d) dependence with Z~f f=Zg in 
the limit d=0 similar to (52). The linear regime and 
the bulk regime of %ff (d) are not affected. 
Finally it is also possible to develop a model for pure 
diffusive phonon motion with finite lifetime for 
reabsorption, bulk losses and surface phonon escape. 
One obtains the different thickness ranges in qualitative 
agreement with the ballistic ase. For d = 0; "Cef f : "/R i. e. 
the angle of total reflection has no influence. The linear 
regime (range 2) (compare (47)) is obtained for one 
mode and boundary with 
"gel ~ Aw \ [~ -Jr ~ V Ael/ 
containing additional phonon boundary resistance by 
elastic phonon scattering. Range 3 again does agree 
with the former esults without phonon diffusion. 
Experimentally the condition of phonon diffusion 
depends on the geometry of phonon scattering in the 
superconductor. The mean distance or linear extension 
of scattering structures must be larger or equal to the 
wavelength of phonons, i.e. of the order of 100A. 
With structures of smaller dimensions than the 
acoustic wavelength, scattering is strongly reduced by 
interference ffects. For the film thickness ranging 
from 400 to 4000 A, as used in tunneling experiments, 
statistical elastic scattering of phonons therefore is 
not expected to be strong enough for diffusiw: phonon 
motion. This is especially the situation for pure and 
optically plane films of A1, Sn and Pb, where the model 
of linear phonon propagation and specular boundary 
reflection ismost appropriate. 
Conclusions and Summary 
The influence of recombination phonon reabsorption 
and reemission on quasiparticle decay times as 
obtained from measurements in uperconducting films 
can be described by an acoustical ray or ballistic 
phonon propagation model. From the evaluation of 
the model three characteristic ranges of the thickness 
dependence of the experimental quasiparticle density 
decay time zeff (d) are obtained. 
In the limit of d small compared to the phonon 
reabsorption mean free path A w only the limiting 
angles of total phonon reflection Cpmax at the film 
boundaries determine the phonon trapping factor or 
the ratio %ff/'c R with ZR the intrinsic or true quasi- 
particle decay time without phonon trapping. Ex- 
perimental data of zef in this thickness range can be 
evaluated with respect o ZR since the limiting angles 
@max of total reflection can be obtained from the 
ratios of sound velocities. Experimentally smoothness 
of the reflecting boundaries within dimensions smaller 
than the phonon-wavelength and the absence of 
condensed gas layers under vacuum conditions is 
imperative. Violation of these conditions results in 
enhanced phonon escape by an unknown increase of 
(Pmax" The choice of substrates with sound velocities 
lower than in the superconducting film result in 
q)max=90 ~ and Zeff=Z Rat d~Aw.  
For the film thickness range 2d > A w the model results 
in a linear increase of %ff(d) in the absence of volume 
losses, i.e, Av>>A ~. Measurements in this thickness 
range do not provide direct information on Vg besides 
setting a lower limit for A w from the observed extent 
of the linearity range at the smallest film thickness 
values. The limiting value of A~ again allows an 
estimate of z R by use of the detailed balance relation. 
The comparison between measurement and calculation 
in the linear thickness range provides a check whether 
the acoustic onditions for the phonon transmission 
at the film-substrate boundary are obeyed even in the 
high frequency range of gap phonons corresponding, 
e.g. to 300 GHz for Sn. This is of importance for 
phonon experiments u ing superconducting tunneling 
junctions, and also for the applicability of the acoustic 
model in the thickness range d<A w. In addition, the 
quantitative d termination f enhanced phonon escape 
by contact with liquid 4He allows comparison with 
studies of the Kapitza resistance anomaly. 
In the third range with dominant volume losses and 
no thickness dependence of reff, experiments with 
extremely thick films are of interest with respect to the 
determination f volume losses and the possibility of 
rR calculations as indicated in Subsec. 3.3. A com- 
parison of the results of the model with experimental 
data will be presented separately. 
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